
SCROOGE MEGAWAYS
About
Christmas  is  coming,  but  even  though  it  is  the  season  of  goodwill,  Mr
Scrooge is not feeling at all generous, so let’s teach him a lesson and snaffle
some of his cash in our festive release, Scrooge Megaways. Separate version
without Bonus Buy for UK, Malta, and Belgium markets available (Skin ID =
200691).

THE STATS

• RTP: 95.98% • Hit Rate: 32.3% • Reels: 6 • Ways:
Up  to  117,649  •  Scrooge  Respins:  1  in  158  •
Minimum Bet: 0.20 • Max Exposure: 12,000 x Bet
• Volatility: 7/10

CHRISTMAS CASH

Scrooge is not so miserly in this game as he is
the top-paying symbol, awarding 25 x Bet for any
six-of-a-kind  win,  followed  at  the  top  of  the
paytable  by  his  top  hat,  Christmas turkey  and
cash ball & chain.

MEGAWAYS MAGIC

Featuring classic Megaways with up to 117,649
ways  to  win,  Scrooge  Megaways  includes
cascading wins in the base game as well as the
exciting Scrooge Cash Respins bonus round and
two in-game modifiers.

BAH! HUMBUG!

Christmas is coming, but even though it is the
season of goodwill, Mr Scrooge is not feeling at
all  generous,  so  let’s  teach  him a  lesson and
snaffle some of his cash on our latest festive
release, Scrooge Megaways.

Details
REELS

6

LAYOUT

Variable

HIT RATE

32.3%

VOLATILITY

medium-high

EXPOSURE

240000

MINIMUM BET

0.20

RTP

95.98%

Specs
TECHNOLOGY

SKIN ID

200633



SCROOGE MEGAWAYS
Game Features

CASCADING WINS

Scrooge  Megaways  features  classic
cascading symbols on every win as well  as
the  Scrooge  Respins  bonus,  which  can  be
triggered on any spin by landing 5 or more
Scatter symbols anywhere in view.

HAUNTINGS OF CHRISTMAS

Randomly  in  the  base  game,  Scrooge  can
trigger one of the two modifiers, either adding
more Scatter symbols to increase the chance
to  trigger  the  bonus,  or  awarding  a  Max
Megaways spin with 117,649 ways.

SCROOGE RESPINS

Awards  3  initial  spins  with  the  number  of
available  spaces  fixed  as  on  the  triggering
spin and only Scatter bet multiplier values in
play, with the respins resetting to 3 every time
a new Scatter symbol lands.

REEL MULTIPLIERS

Above each reel is a multiplier equal to the
number of spaces on that reel - fill an entire
reel  with Scatters and the multiplier  will  be
activated,  immediately  multiplying  all  the
values  on  that  reel.

JACKPOT VALUES
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In addition to the Scatter bet multiplier values,
you can also land the Past, Present & Future
Jackpot values, worth 10x, 25x and 50x bet,
which can boost to an impressive 350x on a
full 7-symbol reel.


